
The DA-066 Remote Chime Transmitter comes standard on the 
Model DA-605 Drive-Alert, and can be used to add the features 
of the DA-605 to existing Model DA-500s or Model DA-600s.

As standard equipment on the DA-605 Drive-Alert:
On the DA-605 Drive-Alert this DA-066 unit is part of the Control 
Panel.  When a vehicle is detected, the DA-605/DA-066 sends a 
signal to activate DA-068 Plug-in Remote Chimes and/or DA-070 
Battery-operated Portable Chimes.
The DA-066 can also be used as a “test” or “call” button to manually 
trigger the chimes.

As optional equipment on the DA-500 or DA-600 Drive-Alert 
models:
The DA-500 and DA-600 models come equipped with an electonic 
whistle in the control panel which serves as the alert when a vehicle 
is detected.  
Often, customers later decide they would rather have a more pleasant 
sounding chime than the supplied whistle, volume control, would like 
to have alerts in multiple rooms or a portable alert, and/or would like 
to be able to manually trigger the chime as a “call button.”  These can 
easily and quickly be accomplished by adding the DA-066 Remote 
Chime Transmitter to the dry contacts on these Drive-Alert models, 
to work in conjuction with DA-068 Plug-in Remote Chimes and/or 
DA-070 Battery-Operated Portable Chimes.  These chimes provide 
a choice of a pleasant one-note tone, two-note chime, or westminster 
chime.

NOTE: For industrial/business applications where a pleasant 
chime and volume control is needed (example: Drive-Up Window 
application) we suggest adding the DA-655 Chime With Volume to 
the DA-500 or DA-600 instead of the DA-066.
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Call us with any installation or technical questions:  we’ll 
be happy to help.  
Don’t forget to check out our website for more products!
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